AUTHENTICS – **MAIN CONCOURSE (134)**
Purchase authenticated bats, baseballs and other game-used memorabilia.

**AUTOGRAPHS – UPPER CONCOURSE (308 & LA TERRAZA)**
Autographs are free for all fans and available on a first-come, first-served basis. Players and personnel will be signing autographs throughout the entire event. Approximate wait time is estimated to be 45 minutes to an hour.
- One (1) autograph per signee; signee may restrict items they choose to sign.
- Photographs with signees are prohibited. There is a separate line for photographs.
- You may not reserve a spot in line for another individual.
- The Arizona Diamondbacks reserve the right to enforce line cutoffs.

**ARIZONA REPUBLIC – MAIN CONCOURSE (139)**
Buy a subscription to the Arizona Republic, the daily newspaper published in Phoenix.

**ARIZONA SPORTS BROADCAST – MAIN CONCOURSE (105)**
Watch and listen live to the broadcast featuring Radio Broadcasters and D-backs players.

**BALLOON ARTISTS – MAIN CONCOURSE (123) AND UPPER CONCOURSE (310)**
Free balloon art for kids.

**BASEBALL ACADEMY ACTIVITIES – FIELD**
Play catch, wiffle ball and practice your swings at the hitting station. Activities are intended for kids 15 and younger.

**BATTING CAGES – UPPER CONCOURSE (SANDLOT)**
Take your best cuts and get hitting instruction from Baseball Academy coaches.

**BAXTER AUTOGRAPHS – UPPER CONCOURSE (BAXTER'S DEN NEAR 332)**
Kids can get a free autograph with Baxter at 12:30pm.

**BOBBY FREEMAN – UPPER CONCOURSE (SANDLOT)**
Enjoy the sounds of Chase Field, courtesy of D-backs Organist Bobby Freeman.

**BULLPEN CART PHOTOS – FIELD (LEFT FIELD)**
Take your photo with the D-backs Bullpen Cart, presented by OnTrac.

**CATCH A FLY BALL – FIELD (CENTER FIELD)**
Practice catching fly balls, hosted by the D-backs Baseball Academy. For kids and adults.

**CHEVROLET – MAIN CONCOURSE (ROTUNDA & 126) AND UPPER CONCOURSE (301)**
Check out the Chevrolet vehicles and custom t-shirt screen printing.

**CLUBHOUSE TOUR – FIELD (HOME DUGOUT)**
Get an exclusive look at the D-backs weight room, training room, clubhouse, batting cages, dugout, and more.

**COLD STONE – MAIN CONCOURSE (112)**
Cool down with a delicious scoop of Cold Stone ice cream.

**COLORING – UPPER CONCOURSE (SANDLOT)**
Free coloring activities for kids to enjoy.

**COMMUNITY CLUBHOUSE – MAIN CONCOURSE (132)**

**CONCESSIONS – MAIN CONCOURSE AND UPPER CONCOURSE**
Concession stands and roaming vendors can be found throughout the park, in addition to free samples from our partners. Alcohol consumption is permitted (21+). **NO FOOD AND BEVERAGE ON THE FIELD.**
- Oasis (330)
- Taste of Chase (130)
- Double Headers (129, 122 & 116)
- Big Dawgs (126)
- Dutch Bros (306 & 125)
- Streets of New York (124)
- Wetzel's Pretzels (119)
- Cold Stone (112)
- Portillo's (110)
- Liquor portables (Main Concourse)

**COX CONNECTS BULLPEN – MAIN CONCOURSE (CENTER FIELD)**
Experience a Home Run Derby at Chase Field through the Cox Connects Bullpen.

**DUTCH BROS – MAIN CONCOURSE (125) AND UPPER CONCOURSE (306)**
A variety of coffee and cold drinks available for purchase.

**FACE PAINTING – FIELD (RIGHT FIELD)**
Kids activities, including bounce houses & free face painting, are available on the Baseball Activities Field.

**FOX SPORTS ARIZONA DESK – MAIN CONCOURSE (NEAR BANNER CENTERED FIELD)**
Take a photo at the FSAZ broadcast desk.

**FOX SPORTS ARIZONA TESTIMONIALS – MAIN CONCOURSE (UNDER BANNER CENTERED FIELD)**
Record a video of your favorite D-backs memory.

**GUEST RELATIONS – MAIN CONCOURSE (128) AND UPPER CONCOURSE (322)**
Get assistance with lost children, first aid & accessible needs.

**iHEART – FIELD**
Enjoy music courtesy of iHeart Radio.

**INFLATABLES – FIELD**
MLB Network speed pitch, D-backs Skeeball and bounce houses free for children.

**KIDS AUTOGRAPHS (CHILDREN 15 AND YOUNGER) – UPPER CONCOURSE (324)**
Kids autographs are for fans age 15 and younger. Autographs are free on a first-come, first-served basis. Players will be signing autographs throughout the entire event. Approximate wait time is estimated to be 45 minutes to one hour.
- One parent may accompany each child.
- A child may seek multiple autographs, however signee may restrict the items they choose to sign.
- Photos with signee are prohibited. There is a separate line for photographs.
- The Arizona Diamondbacks reserve the right to post and enforce line cutoffs.
KIDS CLUB – UPPER CONCOURSE (SANDLOT)
Kids 15 and younger can join the D-backs Kids Club today to start accessing benefits and prizes. Current Kids Club members can redeem a bonus prize available only at Fan Fest.

LOST CHILDREN – MAIN CONCOURSE (128) AND UPPER CONCOURSE (322)
Lost children will be taken to Guest Relations.

MLB NETWORK PHOTO OPP – UPPER CONCOURSE (317)
Get your photo taken at the MLB Network desk.

PHOTOS WITH PRINCESSES – UPPER CONCOURSE (313)
Kids can get free photographs with their favorite costumed princess.

PHOTOS WITH SUPERHEROES – MAIN CONCOURSE (107)
Kids can get free photographs with their favorite costumed superhero.

PLAY CATCH – FIELD (LEFT FIELD)
Play a round of catch on the field with a family member or friend. Sessions will be 15 minutes. Approximate wait is estimated to be 45 minutes to one hour.

PLAYGROUNDS – UPPER CONCOURSE (THE SANDLOT)
The Sandlot is a family-focused destination that promotes a healthy and active lifestyle with a variety of fun and exciting activities for fans of all ages.

- The kids playground features two clubhouses, four slides, and a play area. Open to guests 48 inches tall and shorter and 3 years and older.
- The toddler playground features a Baxter slide and a Baseball Glove tunnel. Open to guests 36 inches tall and shorter.

PLAYER PHOTOS – UPPER CONCOURSE (329)
Get your photo taken with D-backs players throughout the event and pick up free giveaways, courtesy of Smile Generation. Photos are free and available to fans of all ages on a first-in-line basis. Approximate wait is estimated to be 45 minutes to one hour.

- NO AUTOGRAPHS allowed. There is a separate line for autographs.
- Guests must provide their own camera. Volunteers will help to take your photo if needed.
- Maximum size of group is four (4) per session, no exceptions.
- The Arizona Diamondbacks reserve the right to post and enforce line cutoffs.

PORTILLO’S – MAIN CONCOURSE (136) AND UPPER CONCOURSE (304)

POWER CRUNCH – UPPER CONCOURSE (315)
Enjoy free samples.

SMILE GENERATION – UPPER CONCOURSE
Come check them out for free giveaways.

STAGE SHOW – MAIN CONCOURSE (VISITORS DUGOUT)
See stage show schedule on page 10.

STEM DUGOUT – UPPER CONCOURSE (327)
Kids can stop by the STEM Dugout, presented by Resolution Copper, to learn stem-related facts, play baseball-themed games and take photos in the dugout.

SEASON TICKET HOLDER VIP AREA – DIAMOND LEVEL (38 SUITE LOUNGE)
Season Ticket Holders are invited to access an exclusive area.

STREETS OF NEW YORK – MAIN CONCOURSE (124)
Stop by Streets of New York for a delicious pizza.

STROLLER PARKING – MAIN CONCOURSE (115, 116, 132)
Chase Field welcomes guests that bring and utilize their own stroller. Strollers should not be used on the field or on escalators. For your convenience, stroller parking is available on the main concourse. Strollers are not available to rent.

TEAM SHOP – MAIN CONCOURSE (ROTUNDA, 105, 111, 118, 125 & 133)
AND UPPER CONCOURSE (ROTUNDA)
Purchase the latest D-backs jerseys, caps, shirts and more.

TICKET SALES – MAIN CONCOURSE (111 & 132)
Buy a 2020 D-backs Ticket Plan.

UNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX – MAIN CONCOURSE (136)
Come see on-site enrollment counselors to talk about programs.

UNVISION CRONISTA INFANTIL – UPPER CONCOURSE (THE SANDLOT)
Kids can audition for Cronista Infantil (Spanish Kid Broadcaster).

WAYMO – PLAZA
Check out Waymo’s self-driving vehicle and win giveaways with their virtual reality experience.

WHATABURGER – UPPER CONCOURSE (307)
A variety of burgers, soft drinks, and other menu items are available for purchase.

WIFFLE BALL – FIELD AND UPPER CONCOURSE (SANDLOT)
Kids can get baseball instruction from the Arizona Diamondbacks Baseball Academy coaches.

WORLD SERIES TROPHY PHOTOS – FIELD (BEHIND FIRST BASE)
Snap a photo with the D-backs 2001 World Series Trophy.

YARD SALE – MAIN CONCOURSE (ROTUNDA)
Purchase a variety of D-backs items (while supplies last). All proceeds benefit the Arizona Diamondbacks Foundation, which had donated more than $55 million to the community.

20th ANNIVERSARY EXPERIENCE – MAIN CONCOURSE
A 2,000 square-foot exhibit that features historic artifacts, memorabilia and photography celebrating the team’s history and a wall featuring baseballs signed by nearly all D-backs players and coaches.